HUBS – INVITATION TO TENDER
Exciting things happen when (people from) culture, enterprise and (digital) technology meet
Brief for a new British Council Creative Economy booklet

Background
- the BC published two booklets two years ago - these are available openly online and have been translated into Chinese, Russian, Spanish, Portuguese, Arabic and printed by our local partners (often with their branding) 
- the booklets have been used to launch or accompany events around the world but there is currently no online fora for discussion attached to them
- we are looking for someone to co-edit and write a new booklet on HUBS with the Creative Economy team and to help with design and print as well as an online space (rooted in the existing BC Creative Economy website) to accompany its release.

HUBS
In the UK and around the world, exciting things are happening at the intersection of culture, enterprise and digital technology.  Fuelling the dynamism, innovation and imagination of the creative economy through new ideas, products and services, these hubs can be found in diverse forms - physical and virtual, government-led and accidental, from commercially-driven tech clusters to informal spaces for play and experimentation. Above all, they involve a mix of people from the creative industries, digital technology, academia and their audiences/communities and present positive externalities which are having influence over an increasing number of other sectors.
This booklet will present examples where these people meet, consider some of the models which inspire new interactions and crossovers and ask some cool cats what they think make hubs so exciting, both now and in the future. It is not intended as any sort of blueprint but does explore support structures and implications for policy as well as inspiration and challenges by and for industry and practitioners. 
This is part of the British Council's mission to share learning and expertise from the UK and around the world, to inform a more globally connected creative economy. 

Objectives:
- to tell the story of one important aspect of the 'Creative Economy' today - from the perspective of policy and practice - thereby bringing an amorphous and often anachronistic paradigm up to date and to life
- to tell a particular story about the UK and its creative industries - its experience and interest in this area, strengths and weaknesses and some sense of what differentiates it and adds value to the global story
- to share examples and inspiration from overseas
- to be usable and of interest to our main beneficiaries/audiences - cultural professionals (managers/leaders), creative economy policymakers (regional, city, national) and entrepreneurs and innovators in the creative industries (those already operating deeply in this space won't necessarily find anything new by reading this guide but the aim is to make them feel well-represented!)
- to present some guidelines and generalities as well as asking provocative questions – although this is not intended to be a blueprint it does need to present simple and practical ideas to be relevant to our audiences who may be coming from quite different stages of development (eg in terms of physical and digital infrastructure) 
- to aggregate/point to others' existing and upcoming material about these spaces and related activity without repeating it or simplifying too much (with online links)
- to launch online and physical conversations around this topic - some sort of wiki element/discussion element would be great, live web chats etc - in order to have ongoing sharing of hub experiences particularly from overseas
- to potentially spark new ideas/collaborations of BC projects related to hubs and their players

Timeline: 
Commission co-editor and begin: February 
Commission provocations: March
Completion: 5 May

Budget: total £20,000 MAX
Suggested breakdown:
£10,000 for co-writing/editing plus 5k for editing, digital support etc 
£3,000 for printing 2000 copies (monochrome plus one colour)
£3,000 for design 
£300 for each provocation piece
£1,000 for possible online update to allow for website discussion etc


Please respond to Beatrice Pembroke expressing interest and proposed outline approach by Wednesday 27 February 2013. 
beatrice.pembroke@britishcouncil.org
02073894059



